For one week at the end of this summer, I moved through the center of Prague with a portable kiosk. This kiosk displayed postcards I had made of Prague's urban periphery, a territory defined by large tracts of identical or almost-identical prefabricated housing blocks. I tried to distribute these postcards to anyone I couldconfused tourists, enthusiastic teenagers, disgusted friends of Old Prague, and so on.
The postcard is an archetypal means of urban representation, a means which is typically utilized in order to display the city as an object of desire. While I admit to a fascination with Prague's periphery, its vast open spaces prompting feelings of vertiginous freedom as well as unease and alienation, I hoped only to frame this periphery as an other object, an object which could inspire in the spectator a variety of responses, from curiosity and fascination to melancholy and dismay. My movement through Prague followed the ancient Royal Road, once the passage which Czech rulers took from the heart of the Old City to Prague Castle, and today Prague's prime sequence of touristic sites and services. Along the Royal Route, postcards from the periphery infiltrated Prague's core, a cityscape of beautifullyreconstructed historic buildings housing souvenir shops, money changing outlets, overpriced cafes, and fast food restaurants. Through this confrontation of center and periphery, of scene and obscene, I tried to transform the visibility of Prague, or, in other words, to problematize the existing division of the city into visible and invisible realms. According to this division, Prague's historic core is celebratedbut at the cost of repressing the existence of the city's bleak periphery. I rarely gave away a postcard without a conversation, an explanation of what I was trying to do; indeed, this explanation seemed to be just as interesting to my audience as my merchandise. I gave the postcards away for free, however, because these conversations about the periphery seemed to be the best payment I could receive. Now I like to imagine these postcards from the periphery in motion, travelling unpredictable trajectories towards various destinations, near and far from Prague. Perhaps each time one of these postcards is received, the image of Praguehowever ironically or triviallyis somehow re-evaluated. 
